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WELCOME LETTER: 

Welcome delegate, thank you for your participation in this event in which we will talk               

about Developing an International Digital Etiquette Policy. It is an honor having you one              

more time or for the very first time in this event which we are very pleased to be part of. We                     

are also proud of the vision and mission we have, in which you have the privilege of                 

participating. But above all, be honored to be part of this little change that we all trying to                  

make together. We hope that this experience is taken as learning about current problems, their               

solutions and the impact that a person can have on the world. During this event, you can                 

realize that a small person, in small places, doing small things that create a great impact on                 

society. Without further preambles, we begin the introduction of this committee, in order to              

reach the desired goal. 

The use of the internet has become a daily routine for the vast majority of people and                 

is vulnerable to its consequences daily; When everyone has access to the Internet, it results in                

people who ignore the proper use of this manifesting inappropriate behavior and makes it              

more difficult to control what is published. The internet has become a very demanding              

service in recent years, but society has failed to establish an order within it. The last                

generations are the most affected due to its misuse and lack of education about the control of                 

social networks. 

 

GROUND RULES 

Within this committee, you will find a series of aspects that allow the debate within the                

committee to flow in a harmonious and prosperous manner. 

● First of all, there should be respect for other delegates, members of the Dais within               

the committee, you should avoid being aggressive towards others, refrain from           
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making offensive comments, respect the opinions of the participants, moderate your           

voice, avoid eye contact (because it can be a misunderstood) and aggressive physical             

contact with others outside and inside the committee. 

● It is important that for a fluent debate, keep in mind that your participation is very                

valuable, therefore what you say should be consistent with the topic and the respective              

country each represents, avoid going out of context or saying things that do not have               

to do with the subject. 

● Knowing the subject well is essential so that the debate can proceed without             

complications. Being well informed is a key piece for success in this event since you               

can have better participation in the debate and help your colleagues in any situation              

that presents itself. That is why you should have enough information on the subject,              

your country and its role within the issue and, preferably, with information from other              

countries and why they are involved. 

● Being a good delegate implies having a base of values in which is essential that               

honesty is found. It is important to avoid plagiarism at all costs since as a result your                 

final cancellation will be found in this event. 

● And last but not least, the most important rule of all times is “HAVE FUN” it is                 

extremely important that whatever happens, you are able to enjoy the event. 

 

SETTING THE ISSUE 

The misuse of the Internet by the user brings social problems such as attacks of any                

kind, human losses, social conflicts, misunderstandings due to the Internet, cyberbullying,           

among others. 
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In most cases, minors are affected due to the lack of security and education about the                

management of social networks. It is extremely necessary to start promoting a safer             

environment for young people within the Internet since they are the ones who spend the most                

time on it.  

 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND  

Since 1969, in the middle of the cold war, the US created an exclusive network for                

military use called ARPANET, which years later they would call it the "internet". At that               

time, it was only accessible on four computers and two years later they became 40; so much                 

was the growth of the network that the system became obsolete. 

The system began to grow but only people with previous education or for research use               

had access; later NSFNET created by National Science Function was absorbed and thus a              

great network was created for scientific and academic purposes. It was so popular among              

scientists that an open network was created which are now known as the internet. 

In 1985 the internet was already established, but not everyone knew about it; these              

events gave rise to what the internet is today and all that entails using it.  

The digital label (internet ground rules) appears as such in the year 1995 in which a                

document called: RFC 1855 was prepared, in that document rules are specified to obtain a               

harmonious coexistence within the internet; thereafter the different networks began to include            

rules in their systems and even designated only and exclusively personnel to follow those              

rules. 
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RELEVANCE IN TODAY'S WORLD 

In the absence of international policies, people ignore the rules or behavior necessary             

within social networks and the internet to achieve harmony between them. People tend to              

psychologically assault others, assuming there will be no consequences and when roles are             

exchanged, if they are offended, they demand a consequence for the aggressor. 

 

IMPORTANT EVENTS 

● Trump calls for social media companies to ‘detect mass shooters before they            

strike ’He wants companies to develop new tools By Colin Lecher (August 5, 2019,              

10:43 am EDT) 

● The Nigerian government’s war on social media (11, dec, 2019) 

● “Does Social Media Increase Teen Depression?”Recent research suggests video         

games are not harmful but social media may be. (Posted Nov 26, 2019) 

● “Suicide rate almost doubles among teenagers, as social media giants are told            

they have a 'duty of care' to tackle it 'The danger is that we are presiding over                 

a suicidal generation of young people'”- By Josh Barrie Sunday, (3rd February            

2019, 1:48 pm) (Updated Friday, 6th September 2019, 3:05 pm) 

 

PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS AT SOLUTIONS  

● Several schools in the United States and the world have internet ground rules within 

the school regulations so that a series of establishments are followed to achieve better 

use of technology.  

● Basic international policies for the proper management of the internet and social 

networks.  

● Create advertising measures so that people around the world are aware of the new 

policies on the internet. 

 

https://inews.co.uk/author/josh-barrie
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THE COMMITTEE’S MISSION 

The main objective of the committee is to improve security in the internet             

environment. So, the mission is to build an international policy that improves security for              

anyone within social networks. 

 

IMPORTANCE OF SOLVING THIS ISSUE 

The internet has become the basis of communication within commerce, work,           

education, and social relations. In a nutshell, everything revolves around the internet.            

Unfortunately, the generations most affected by the misuse of the internet and its derivatives              

are the future of the planet and have not been able to create a stable environment within the                  

internet and society. It is our job to raise awareness in this and future generations about the                 

mismanagement we are giving the internet and create a solution. 

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  

Be aware of the following questions in order to have a better debate flow:  

- How can you protect the integrity of the user without invading their privacy?  

- What rules can be established for a better social interaction inside social media and              

the internet? 

- How are you going to promote digital etiquette? 

- How could you make the users follow policies established? 
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LIST OF COUNTRIES 

● United States of America 

● Portugal 

● Germany 

● South Korea 

● Austria 

● Switzerland 

● Brazil 

● Chile 

● El Salvador 

● México 

● Russia  

● Saudi Arabia 

● Japan 

● South Africa 

● Nigeria 

● Democratic Republic of Congo 

● Cameroon 
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